Are you prepared for the
evolution in
nontraditional dining?

Consumers are rapidly eating up
nontraditional dining options, taking a bite
out of quick service and fast casual.

Supermarkets, convenience stores, retail centers
and food halls are starting to take a bite out of the
restaurant industry. Here’s what operators need to
know to succeed in this environment.
Nontraditional food operations are muscling their way
into a space typically reserved for quick service and
fast casual restaurants.
The year is 2018, and quick service and fast casual
restaurants are now competing against… convenience
stores? Retailers? Real estate developers?
As if the restaurant space wasn’t already crowded
enough, a variety of new and unusual dining formats
have exploded onto the scene in recent years. Once
unthinkable operations are beginning to compete
directly for the consumer’s time, money, and appetite.
These include retail centers expanding their use of
food offerings as anchors, new trends in dining like

food halls, and even corner markets offering made-toorder food.
And evidence is building that these operations are
finding great success: one study found that
restaurants are indeed delivering a halo effect for
retail centers, while convenience stores offering
made-to-order and fresh foods are claiming more
traffic than ever during hours of the day normally
claimed by QSRs and fast casuals.
These new players are capitalizing on changing
demographics where convenience and flexibility can
leave legacy brands scrambling to find their footing as
the market shifts beneath them.
But what exactly is changing, and how can food service
operators old and new seize on these new
opportunities? This paper will address exactly those
questions.

Figure 1 (above). Marketplace concept ©2018 by VGS Studio D. All rights reserved.
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What new forms are these
nontraditional dining
experiences taking?
Food halls are dining’s
hot new trend, topping
the list of nontraditional
dining options.

A study from the International Council of Shopping
Centers (ICSC) has found that the amount of space
dedicated to food in retail centers has tripled from 5%
in 2007 to 15% today.v That may be because they’re
finding food serves as a more effective anchor that
draws more shoppers and keeps them on-site longer.

Think of food halls like food courts taken to the next
level, offering large marketplaces that showcase highquality restaurants, food vendors, and boutiques and
ensuring there’s something delicious and interesting
for guests of all tastes. Commercial real estate firm
Cushman & Wakefield estimates that the number of
food halls in the U.S. will nearly double by the end of
2020 – the number grew by 37% in 2016 alonei – and
will occupy a cumulative 6 billion total square feet
over the next five to ten years.ii

“Centers that are strategic and innovative when
incorporating foodservices are sure to reap benefits
such as increases in foot traffic, dwell time and
number of visitors,” says Tom McGee, president and
CEO of ICSC. Retailers are also just trying to keep up
with new trends and competitors. Perhaps in response
to Legacy Food Hall, a traditional mall just down the
road has begun re-structuring to use food as an anchor
by creating space for “a new restaurant district.” vi

The trend has even attracted major figures, including
culinary luminaries and fine-dining operations, and
they are pulling huge numbers of visitors. Consider
Legacy Hall in Plano, Texas, described by Eater Dallas
as “a sprawling, three-story restaurant wonderland
[and] a major dining destination.”iii

Even convenience stores
are beginning to eat into
the quick service and
even fast casual market.

They aren’t kidding: the property estimates 100,000
visitors a month – more than The Alamo or Six Flags
amusement park – which would make this food hall
the single most touristed destination in Texas.

Once known primarily for super-sized beverages,
candy, and salty snacks, C-stores have made a huge
push to offer viable alternatives to traditional quick
service restaurants. They have the advantage of a
built-in audience: people already on-the-go who may
wish to feed their appetite for fresh and healthful food
with the convenience of a quick run to the corner
market. The proof is in the pudding: according to QSR
Magazine, C-stores have seen “double-digit traffic
growth during the lunch and dinner dayparts, seeing
4.9 billion visits” for prepared meals and snacks in
fiscal year 2016 – a 15% increase since 2010.vii

Retail is also getting in on
this growing food fight.
Jack Gibbons, the founder of Legacy Hall, also told USA
Today, “Every major food hall in the world was built by
real estate guys to sell real estate and fill a space.” iv
He may have a point: retail centers appear to be
claiming a seat among nontraditional organizations
beginning to offer fresh, made-to-order meals.
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How to succeed when offering
nontraditional dining options:
3 keys to success
1: Choose the right
format for your space,
customers, and goals
A wide variety of nontraditional formats have
emerged; the formats described above are just the
start. In fact, the variations between formats can be
quite versatile, and operators can fully brand them in
line with the environment in which they will fit.
If nontraditional dining options can come in a variety
of formats, it is crucial to ensure the format aligns with
the operation’s customer base and goals. For example,
food stalls offer retailers a chance to attract shoppers
with a branded, carefully crafted food experience
that’s convenient to their shopping.

Amazon-owned Whole Foods grocery stores use this
approach for freshly made-to-order food in many of
their stores. Some stores even craft a unique brand
presence for these in-store food stalls; design
elements will typically give the stall an identity to
make it feel special and enticing. Branding,
technology, and convenience combine to give guests
a sense of visiting a desirable dining destination, even
in the midst of a larger retail space. In fact, executed
well, these concepts can help a public space feel both
intimate and social, turning the entire retail visit into a
satisfying – and tasty – experience. For instance,
Kroger, the third largest retailer in the world, has been
testing a new concept, Kitchen 1883. "Our vision is to
create a gathering place that offers a casual
atmosphere for guests to relax and experience
food," says Daniel Hammer, Kroger's vice president of
culinary development and new business.viii

Figure 2. Marketplace mixed-use space, including food, seating and retail. Concept and image ©2018 VGS Studio D. All rights reserved.
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2: Emphasize the
experience

3: Perfect the
environment

As Hammer indicates, customer experience is
everything in today’s dining economy, and no food
service operation will succeed if they can’t appeal to
the modern diner.

In fact, customer experience often depends on getting
the environment just right. Rosen adds, “What we are
creating here is a live-work-play destination.”

C-stores seem to understand this implicitly. “We aim
to make the in-store and on-the-go dining experience
as enjoyable as possible, ensuring that [guests] have a
meal, beverage, or snack option that meets their
preference,” says Pilot Flying J vice president of
marketing and merchandising Laura Palenkas.ix
An early pioneer in this space, Pilot Flying J developed
the “PJ Fresh Marketplace” concept that offers fresh,
home-style food options in its stores. They’re not
alone. International mega-chain 7-Eleven now offers
takeaway entrees inspired by global cuisines,
positioning themselves to compete not just with QSRs
but with meal-kit services as well. RaceTrac,
meanwhile, offers fresh fruits, grab-and-go salads, a
frozen dessert bar, and more at many of its 600
locations.
The same principles apply at other nontraditional
dining destinations. In fact, in pursuit of superior
experience, food halls are often designed to not look
like food halls. “We think there’s an opportunity to
create a different aesthetic, so it doesn’t look like a
food hall,” says Joel Rosen, managing director of GFI
Hospitality, a division of GFI Development, says of a
food hall development project in Kansas.

Branded elements – which can include wall murals and
other art, signage, fixtures, menu boards, and graphics
– are crucial, as they are the keys to defining and
shaping the customer’s experience.1
This is one area where C-stores are making major
changes: cleaning up, introducing tables and
upholstered seating, planning open designs,
enhancing lighting, and implementing other visual
elements designed solely to create a welcoming,
wholesome environment that invites consumers to
visit and enjoy themselves.
Rickers, another heavily trafficked C-store chain, is
“the perfect example of a next-generation c-store
retailer that puts a major emphasis on the store
experience.”x
The chain has implemented tablet ordering and used
extensive design elements – like open kitchens in an
open design plan in which patrons can sit back, relax,
and enjoy food offerings that rival those of quickservice restaurants. These environmental factors can
make a measurable difference. One retailer saw sales
increase by 12% after simply installing a new lighting
scheme designed to appeal to its target customers.xi

Branded elements are crucial, as they
are the keys to defining and shaping
the customer’s experience.”

1

Getting branded elements right is so foundational to the
rapidly evolving customer experience that we’ve written
another white paper on this topic. Visit
https://vgsstudiod.com/insights to download.
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Figure 3. Technology and customization combine to increase speed and personalization. Concept and image ©2018 VGS Studio D. All rights reserved.

Conclusion
The quick service and fast casual restaurant markets
are rapidly changing, driven by new trends in
consumer eating habits and desires. For any operation
looking to capitalize on the evolution of modern
dining, it’s crucial to keep up with these changes.

convenience that meshes seamlessly with experiential
dining formats. Consumers, entranced by increased
dining choices that can satisfy their schedules as much
as their tastes, are eating up these nontraditional
dining options.

And make no mistake: these changes represent an
enduring development in the way diners dine out.
“This is not a minor blip on the radar,” says Bonnie
Riggs, restaurant industry analyst for The NPD Group’s
foodservice division.xii

Thankfully, leveraging these nontraditional dining
formats is easier than it may seem, though it may
require some careful strategic thinking, as well as
branding and design prowess.

That’s partly because foodservice operators and
commercial real estate developers are just excited
about these tremendous opportunities as diners are
about gaining access to a greater range of more
convenient food options.

But any organization that can successfully carve out a
unique offering that emphasizes guest experience in a
welcoming environment with the right format will be
able to claim a fruitful piece of the pie in this
competitive market space.
The only question is: are you ready to get cooking?

As a result, developers are investing heavily. They’re
offering unique experiences and a degree of
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At VGS/Studio D, innovation meets value to produce extraordinary
results. Recognized as a leader in the design and fabrication
of visual communication systems for over 35 years, our uniquely
concurrent process has allowed us to design (or utilize your own
design), fabricate, and roll-out incredible solutions, distinctly
tailored to your brand.
With an in-house design studio, 110,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing
space, product development, value engineering, and rapid
prototyping – all under one roof – we have completely redefined the
term integrated. From environmental graphic design, interior and
exterior signage, graphics and display fixtures, to value-driven drivethru systems, innovative technology solutions and much more, we
are redefining industry expectations one client at a time.

The information contained in this paper is for generalized informational and educational purposes only. It is not designed to substitute for, or
replace, professional business advice. You must not rely on the information in the report as an alternative to professional business advice from
an appropriately qualified professional. If you have any specific questions about any relevant subject matter, you should consult an appropriately
qualified professional. VGS / Studio D. does not represent, warrant, undertake or guarantee that the use of guidance in the report will lead to
any particular outcome or result. The views and opinions expressed in this paper represent the opinion of the author(s) and do not necessarily
represent the views or opinions of VGS / Studio D.
Copyright © 2018 VGS / Studio D.
All rights reserved.
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